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ABSTRACT: With the extended use of semantic-web applications, use of ontologies in applied domains such
as agriculture, bioinformatics and law rapidly escalated. During the construction of ontologies for the applied
domains, the role of the domain specialists is recognised as vital. In collaborative ontology engineering,
domain specialists are expected to review the accuracy of the encoded knowledge in each ontology
increment, as ontology construction is an iterative and incremental operation. However due to the illiteracy
of semantic concepts and unawareness in SPARQL query formation, effective engagement of the domain
specialists is constrained. As a mechanism of addressing the aforementioned research gap, QALD prototype
has been introduced to interrogate the ontology increments, despite the necessity for being SPARQL literate.
Additionally, the prototype is capable of schema and domain-independent operation with no extensive
human configuration efforts. All those aspects can be considered as the contributions of this research.
Effectiveness of this prototype is quantitatively and qualitatively reviewed.
Keywords: applied ontology; first-order-logic; lexicon; ontology; schema, SPARQL.
I. INTRODUCTION

examine the current ontology increment and assure, that
the knowledge provided by them are properly encoded
The semantic web is a domain rich conceptualisation
within the ontology increment [14 -16]. In reality, this
technology, which is both human and computer
examination can be done via firing multiple SPARQL
comprehensible [1, 3]. Hence despite the recent
queries on the current version of the ontology and
inception, this technology has gained enormous
verifying the accuracy of the results retrieved by
success [6]. It is evident that semantic web is an ideal
referring it against the knowledge of the consultants.
mechanism to encode specialised human knowledge, in
However in order to practically fulfil this need, the
facilitating
numerous
domain-related application
examiner ought to know the underlying schema of the
requirements [4]. Therefore, the application of semantic
current ontology version, triple concepts and the
web-based knowledge models has become significantly
syntaxes to construct a proper SPARQL query [24].
prominent in non-computing domains such as
However examiner being a non-computer domain
bioinformatics, agriculture and law [5, 7-8].
specialist, it is not realistic enough to expect such
In accomplishing the aforementioned requirement of
technical skill-sets from the individual or the team [17constructing knowledge models for non-computing
19]. This has led towards a bottleneck, hindering the
domains, involvement of the domain specialists is vital,
effective and real-time accuracy verification of the
since it is a formation of their cognitive interpretations of
ontology increments produced. This will be a strong
a specific domain, which will be modelled via
impeding factor obstructing the effective use of human
appropriate means of semantic technologies [9-10]. The
resources and construction of a high-quality ontology for
lack of or absence of knowledge and understanding in
the domain of concern.
semantic concepts vastly hinders the active and
Usually, in collaborative ontology construction projects,
effective involvement of the non-computing domain
VoCamp strategy [46-47] is used to quickly and
specialists for the process of applied ontology
informally share the basics associated with the domain
construction. This adversely results in effective grouping
and technological aspects. Here, in addition to
of ontologists and domain specialists to collaboratively
ontologists being enlightened on the basics associated
work towards an efficient and error-free ontology
with the domain of concern, domain specialists are also
schema [11-13].
enlightened on the basics associated with the semantic
Researchers have pointed, the process of ontology
concepts. Usually, multiple VoCamp sessions continue
construction is incremental and iterative. Therefore, the
to ensure mutual understanding of the project
initial premature version of the ontology increment
requirements both by ontologists and domain-specialists
needs to be reviewed and cross-referenced for its
[15-16]. As evident in literature, once the mutual
accuracy and compatibility, before progressing further
understanding state is reached, proper and effective
[20-21]. This is where the contribution of non-computing
contribution of both the parties can be expected for the
domain specialists becomes crucial. They need to
collaborative ontology construction project [44-45].
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The skill set associated with SPARQL querying, schema
understanding and appropriate SPARQL query
formulation is a complex skill-set which is infeasible to
be transferred via multiple VoCamp sessions to noncomputing domain specialists [24-26].
As evident in literature, researchers have listed three
main mechanisms to resolve the complexity associated
with ontology verification. Those are knowledge base
interfaces, graphical query building interfaces and
question-answering systems. Among those three
methods, the question-answering systems have been
recognised as the most effective and widely used
method [26-27].
Therefore, question-answering
systems for linked data (QALD) has emerged as a
special research niche under the umbrella of the
semantic web [23].
Even though most of the existing QALD systems have
several critical limitations such as domain dependence,
schema-dependence and extensive human involvement
for configurations before the usage and high
computational processing overload, which can be
pointed as a research gap which has not been properly
addressed.
Therefore, this research is focused on proposing a novel
mechanism to overcome the aforementioned limitations
of the QALD systems and extend the practical usage of
QALD systems to be user-friendlier, efficient, domain
and schema independent.
II. RELATED WORK
[28] has developed a QALD system for a hospital to
effectively inquire about important information related to
the hospital of concern. The main drawback of this
system is, that it is statically mapped only to the hospital
ontology. Hence, it cannot work with another domain,
making this system domain and schema dependent.
Likewise, QALD system proposed by [29] is statically
mapped to the Holy Quran for easier accessibility of the
required information. Further, QALD system proposed
by [30] also had the same limitations as it is statically
mapped to the Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH)
domain. A user-friendlier web-based QALD system
developed by [22] is also statically mapped to scientific
events knowledge graph. Therefore, it can be concluded
that all aforementioned QALD systems are bounded
with the limitation of domain and schema dependence.
[31] proposed a QALD system called ORAKEL. This
system is capable of working with any domain and
schema. However prior to being operational, there is an
extensive configuration process to be handled in order
to overcome the lexical gap. Special software called
FrameMapper needs to be used to ensure appropriate
mapping of the domain-related lexicons with the relevant
semantic regions of the ontology. This needs extensive
human effort and has to be done under the careful
observation of a human.
QuestIO is another QALD system proposed by [32].
This system is capable of converting the natural
language question asked into its SPARQL variant. But
the issue raised was the extremely low performance of
the system due to excessive processing overload of the
Vidanage et al.,

internal functionalities on natural language to SPARQL
conversions and low precision of the system in
investigations conducted. Therefore, it is apparent that,
computational overhead and extensive human effort on
lexical gap are also firm limitations that need to be
resolved.
[23] declare that, in the schema-agnostic operation of a
QALD, since the system is not firmly aware of directions
and possibilities of how the objects and subjects are
linked, it tempts to generate SPARQL queries for all
possibilities related with the entities of concern. This is
recognised as one of the key bottlenecks which escalate
the overall processing overhead. Further, as the usable
outcome, among multiple SPARQL query combinations
generated, only one will be relevant and the
computational processing utilised to generate all
remaining query combinations will be an utter waste.
[24-25] have pointed out that, natural language to
SPARQL query translation is a complex process with
multiple steps, where the processing overhead cannot
be fully controlled. As they claim, in this process, as the
first step, keywords in the natural language question
need to be mapped with the semantic entities of the
ontology. Then, the query graph needs to be
constructed by linking the relevant semantic entities and
relationships by exploring the entire ontology schema.
Subsequently, a suitable ranking mechanism needs to
be executed in order to select the best SPARQL query
being constructed to the natural language question that
is being asked.
In an experiment conducted by [26] they have tried to
introduce a deep learning model to automate the natural
language to SPARQL query generation process. They
have introduced this process as a Neural Machine
Translation (NMT) approach for SPARQL query
generation. However, the resulting outcomes of the
experiment were not effective as expected, hence the
model training time was close to 20 days. Further,
extensive human effort was utilised to manually
annotate the dataset used to create the deep learning
model. Again with the introduction of a dataset to train
the model, the entire attempt will become domaindependent, as it is not feasible to define a domainindependent dataset.
Researchers have recognised multiple prominent
approaches for QALD systems development. Those are
rule derivation for SPARQL query generation after
database analysis, trained deep learning model-based
approaches and template-based methods. The biggest
issue associated with all aforementioned mechanisms is
that, all of them are domain-dependent and require
extensive human effort. Because, database assessment
and rule derivation, template-based pattern specific
approaches and dataset maintenance for machine
learning modules require extensive human involvement
and it is infeasible to make those mechanisms domain
independent.
Consequently, as argued above, there is a dire
requirement for an efficient, domain and schema
independent QALD mechanism which can function
without extensive human involvement.
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Fig. 1. Phase specific execution of the design science research.
III. METHODOLOGY

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Demand for applied ontology construction [5, 7-8],
difficulties experienced by the non-computing domain
specialists [17-19], shortcomings prevailing in
technological assistance [22, 24-25, 28-29]
are
reviewed in detailed in the aforementioned, introduction
and related work sections of the paper. Provision of the
technical aide to facilitate the collaborative ontology
construction has numerous dimensions to be looked
into. But as pointed by researchers [26-27], most
prominence is towards the improved question-answering
systems for linked datasets (QALD).
Design science research methodology [33] and its
phases are used to govern the entire flow of this
research, as of its investigative emphasis. Through,
intense and extensive systematic literature review [34]
the problem of concern is justified. Henceforth, aim and
a purpose for the research is defined. Consequently, the
blend of the think-aloud protocol [35] and systems
thinking [36] notions are used to collectively brainstorm
on the problem of concern. Afterwards, initial work-flow
sketches resulting from the collective brainstorming
sessions are derived to address the problem of concern.
Subsequently, algorithms are constructed, depicting the
work-flows recognized and implemented using java.
Eventually, the blend of thematic analysis [37] and
iterative framework [38] are used in combination to
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution.
Detailed steps associated with each of the phases will
be elaborated in the forthcoming, results and discussion,
evaluation and conclusion sections. The graphical
representation for the execution of design science
research methodology in this research is elaborated as
in Fig. 1.
Multiple subject experts are involved in the execution of
the entire research process, which is depicted in Fig. 1.

The initial step to be accomplished for the successful
execution of the proposed QALD system is the
knowledge extraction from the ontology file. The
developed prototype contains logic to extract knowledge
from both Resource Description (RDF) and Ontology
Web Language (OWL) formats. Fig. 2, mentioned below
illustrates the overall work-flow associated with
knowledge extraction from the ontology file formats and
saving it in the database schema.
The proposed structure for the database schema is
defined in figure 3 below, at an abstract level.
As elaborated in Fig. 2, format-specific logics are
defined to extract semantically important sections from
the ontology file, one by one and store them
appropriately in the database relations, as depicted in
Fig. 3. This systematic extraction process is fully
automated and it is a one-time execution process, upon
uploading the ontology file.
Consequently, the database relations will be filled up
with the relevant semantic entities associated
information. Saving of this information extracted from
the ontology will be useful to several other purposes
such as ontology verbalization and visualization
requirements, other than the QALD. But, the emphasis
of this paper will be limited only to discuss the QALD
feature of the prototype.
As the next step of the QALD prototype construction,
stored information in the database will be systematically
extracted section by section. Afterwards, this information
will be converted and written to the Prologue.pl file, in
first-order logic format (FOL). This process is also fully
automated, functioning without any human intervention.
Upon completion of this process, entire ontology and its
mappings will be available in its FOL format. The entire
process associated with this operation is depicted, in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Knowledge extraction work-flow from the ontology file.
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Fig. 3. An abstract representation of the database schema.

Fig. 4. Work-flow on converting ontology to its FOL version.
A fraction of the generated prologue.pl file contents can be depicted as mentioned in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Fraction of the Prologue.pl file containing the FOL version of the ontology.

Fig. 6. Fraction of terms in the bag of words model.
Vidanage et al.,
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Fig. 7. Operational work-flow for direct questioning instance.

Fig. 8. Code snippet elaborating parameterized prologue query operations.

Fig. 9. Operational work-flow for complex reasoning instance.

Vidanage et al.,
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Fig. 10. Code snippet on the impact of noun location and prologue queryformulation.

Fig. 11. QALD Interface.

Fig. 12. Confusion matrix derived for thoughts ontology verification for phase –II.
Vidanage et al.,
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Provision of answers from the ontology to the natural
language question occurs in two states. The first state is
direct questioning from the ontology. A bag of words
model (i.e. Fig. 6) containing common keywords
associated with ontology querying is constructed. If the
user’s natural language question includes any of the
terms located in the bag of words model, that query is
considered as a direct questioning occurrence. In the
triggering of a direct questioning scenario, work-flow
depicted in Fig. 7 will be functional.
As depicted above in Fig. 7, upon the entry of the
natural language question, first the text processing will
take place and remaining lexicons in the user's query
will be cross-referenced against the contents of the bag
of words model defined in Fig. 6. This model contains
lexicons associated with basic and straightforward
questions which can be asked from an ontology, even
without any idea about its underlying schema.
Direct questions such as “what are the classes of this
ontology?”, “what are the super/subclasses of this
ontology? and etc” can be easily fired despite any
understanding of the underlying schema. Henceforth,
after viewing the results returned for those questions,
more awareness about the schema can be derived,
which paves the path to execute more specific queries
such as “what are the individuals derived from the
subject class ?” and “what are the data /object
properties associated with Genetics individual derived
from the subject class ? “
If the user query contains basic lexicons defined in the
bag of words model, that query is recognised as a less
complex direct questioning occurrence. Depending on
the existence of specified terms in the user query after
text processing, relevant flag attributes will be updated
such as negation verifiers and object/data property
conformance. Afterwards, collective governance, based
on the information extracted from the flag structures, are
utilized to trigger a parameterized version of a prologue
query to be fired at the
‘Prologue.pl’, the file generated earlier. As necessary in
certain instances, chained reasoning prologue queries
are defined to conduct linked reasoning to derive the
final result.
Afterwards, upon completion of the required natural
language processing steps, the final answer is
presented to the user in English. Some of the steps
mentioned above are elaborated in the code snippet
extracted and depicted in Fig. 8.
The second state of operation is a complex reasoning
instance, where the lexicons in the user query do not
match with the contents defined in the bag of words
model. In the event of a complex reasoning operation,
the work-flow defined in Fig. 9 will be operational.
As depicted in Fig. 9, during the complex reasoning
work-flow operation, part of speech (POS) tagging
based rules are defined to locate object properties and
data properties. As an outcome of extensive
verifications done with the experts involved for this
research, it is identified that, data properties are always
defined as nouns (i.e: first_name, last_name, salary,
address) which are used to describe entities. However
the object properties are used to describe relationships
that take place in-between entities (i.e. actions), which
are often recognized as certain form of a verb.
Vidanage et al.,

Apart from that, another important observation noticed
was the change of interpretations, in natural language
query, depending on the location of its nouns existence.
Here, this observation is associated with, only the noun
of concern, after text pre-processing and removal of the
stop words.
The noun of concern can be easily recognized via a
quick prologue verification query. In the occasion of
locating multiple nouns, even after completion of text
pre-processing phases, a simple prologue query can be
fired on each noun existing and it will return true, only
for the noun of concern, after inferencing against the
‘prologue.pl’ file being generated. Through this means,
the noun of concern can be confirmed. Henceforth, the
location of the noun of concern needs to be investigated
as it is at the beginning or the end. Depending on its
location, variables defined in the chained prologue query
needs to be interchanged to derive the accurate results.
This instance is clearly defined in Fig. 10.
As elaborated above, the definition of X and Y variables
can be examined in the chained prologue queries.
In the example of noun at the end (i.e. who teaches java
[NN]?) noun, ‘java’ is defined as the object (i.e. X) of the
oProp triple sequence. However when the noun is at the
beginning (i.e. what John [NN] teaches?), noun ‘John’ is
defined as the subject (i.e. X) of the oProp triple
sequence.
This observation of ‘location of the noun of concern’ is
tested for quite a large number of natural language
queries on several different lexical based ontology
structures and it`s evident, adjustment of the noun as
the subject and object are vital in obtaining accurate
results for the natural language query of the user.
Apart from that, the existence of no/ not negations is
also assessed to ensure accurate prologue query
formation to derive correct results. Once all these
processing steps are completed, finalised prologue
query will be fired on the Prologue.pl file, which is autogenerated as per the work-flow explained in Fig. 4
above. Eventually, the result is presented in natural
language to the end-user as depicted in Fig. 11.
One of the most important advantage of this mechanism
is that, it has overcome the complex process associated
with converting the natural language query into it`
SPARQL variant, which could have high potential to be
erroneous. Therefore, the intricate and multi-facet
process associated with converting, natural language
question to its SPARQL variant is entirely replaced by
the auto conversion of the semantic web knowledge
model into its first-order logic (FOL) format, with no
human involvement and manual configuration at all.
This has made the evaluation and accuracy verification
of the approach also simple and straightforward, as
English, grammar and SPARQL query mapping needs
are not necessary to be reviewed, as that process is
completely replaced. Many scientists have commended
the efficacy of FOL format, due to its simplicity,
unambiguity and structuralism [48-49]. Further, once the
ontology is converted into its FOL format, the
requirement to be aware of the schema is also
spontaneously resolved. Hence, all these novel features
resulting from this research can be pointed out as
significant contributions to the domain of semantic web
and QALD.
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V. EVALUATION
Evaluation stage comprises of both quantitative and
qualitative phases. In the quantitative phase, QALD
prototype is exposed to five different ontologies in
different domains and of various scales. Confusion
matrix is used while true positive, true negative, false
positive and false negative aspects are evaluated by
verifying the accuracy of the returned results for the
natural language queries fired against the knowledge of
stakeholders. Returned results are logged in a matrix as
mentioned in Fig. 12.
Hence forth, via following the similar process, by crossreferencing the accuracy of the results, precision,
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and F-measure
calculations are derived. Consolidated outcomes of the
test results are depicted in below Table 1.
In Phase-I testing, seven direct queries are fired at each
of the above mentioned existing ontologies and results
are verified. In phase-II after some assessment of the
schemata of the ontology, five complex queries are fired
at each and results are verified. The tests result
depicted in Table 1 above, conveys the prototype’s
ability to function even with existing ontologies as well,
despite the schemata and domain.
Among these ontologies tested, thoughts.rdf is a custom
developed lexical ontology as a partial accomplishment
of a cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) assessment
tool developed to assist consultant psychiatrists in
providing psychotherapy for patients taking treatment for
official stress via analysing patients’ typed text-based
internal-self-talk.
This is the ontology, which is used for the qualitative
evaluation phase of the QALD prototype as well.
Therefore it has been inferred as highly important to
obtain a qualitative verification of this prototype by the
stakeholders (i.e. a total of 09 consultant psychologists

and psychiatrists) involved for the construction of the
thoughts ontology. Details associated with thoughts
ontology will not be discussed in this research, since it is
out of the scope of this paper. However a snapshot of
the taxonomy (i.e. Fig. 13) of the ontology and screen
captures of the protégé version of the ontology (i.e. Fig.
14, 15) are provided for the verification means.
Table 1: Quantitative test results.
Ontology Name

Wine.rdf
(W3.org,2020)

Shakesphear.owl
(Chiba, 2017)

Pizza.owl
(Protege, 2020)

Diabetics.rdf (ElSappagh et.al,
2016)

thoughts.rdf

Phase –I [Direct
Querying]
Sensitivity-0.85
Specificity-0.84
Precision-0.93
Accuracy-0.85
F Meassur-0.88
Sensitivity-0.88
Specificity-0.99
Precision-0.88
Accuracy-0.97
F Measure- 0.88
Sensitivity-0.84
Specificity-0.98
Precision-0.91
Accuracy-0.98
F Measure- 0.87
Sensitivity-0.82
Specificity-0.96
Precision0.88
Accuracy0.94
F Measure- 0.84
Sensitivity-0.88
Specificity0.99 Precision0.90
Accuracy-0.96
F Meassure-0.88

Phase – II
[Reasoned Querying]
Sensitivity-0.78
Specificity-0.93
Precision-0.88
Accuracy-0.88
F Measure- 0.82
Sensitivity-0.73
Specificity-0.97
Precision-0.89
Accuracy-0.85
F Meassure-0.80
Sensitivity-0.83
Specificity-0.98
Precision-0.88
Accuracy-0.98
F Measure- 0.85
Sensitivity-0.80
Specificity-0.96
Precision-0.84 Accuracy0.91
F Measure- 0.82
Sensitivity-0.81
Specificity-0.99
Precision-0.86
Accuracy-0.98
F Meassure-0.83

Fig. 13. High-level taxonomic structure of the thoughts ontology.

Fig. 14. Thoughts ontology lexicon organization in protégé.
Vidanage et al.,
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Therefore, in fulfilling this requirement, QALD prototype
is executed on the thoughts ontology with multiples of
natural language queries, where results are crossreferenced with the stakeholders' knowledge (i.e.
consultant psychiatrists and psychologists). After
experimenting with the QALD prototype on the thoughts
ontology, stakeholders involved in the evaluation
process were interviewed. The same version of a
controlled interview session is conducted for each

stakeholder, based on multiple questions derived
according to the CCP framework. CCP framework is a
widely used mechanism for opinion segmentation. This
framework comprises three main perspectives, which
can be mapped with ’Wh‘ questions to be used in the
interviewing process (Stockdale et al., 2006). CCP
framework’s perspectives and questionnaire mapping
related to this research are elaborated in Table 2.

Fig. 15. Completed thoughts ontology (protégé visualization).
Table 2: CCP framework and questionnaire mapping.
CCP
Framework
Perspective

‘Wh’ questionnaire terms

Content

{What}

Context

Process

{Why}

{How}

Mapping question
What are the advantages/disadvantages
you experienced in this prototype?
What is your opinion about the answers
provided by this prototype?
Why do you think this type of prototype is
useful / not useful?
Why do you think this prototype is
accurate / not?
How do you think to use this prototype for
ontology construction/verification?
How could this prototype support ontology
constructions?

Aforementioned questions are used to control the
sequence of the interview sessions being conducted.
This assures uniformity and more focused emphasis on
the interviews being conducted. Responses provided by
the stakeholders (count of 9 individuals) are recorded
and later converted into text form to facilitate the
assessment. Afterwards, indexed coded, thematic
assessment is conducted for each of the interview
transcript available in its text format. Thematic analysis
is a very popular and credible qualitative evaluation
technique, which is a disciplined neutral mechanism.
This is an ideal mechanism to derive a quantitative
essence for qualitative opinions, facilitating analytical
Vidanage et al.,

Encoded facet

Index Code

Prototype Benefits

PB

Prototype Views

PV

Prototype Uses

PU

Prototype Accuracy

PA

Prototype Process

PP

Prototype Support

PS

assessment [37]. All interview transcripts are iteratively
assessed for the indexed clusters derived from the CCP
framework, as mentioned in Table 2 above. Fig. 16
below depicts the portion of the excel sheet used to
organise the calculations associated with thematic
analysis. Sections of the figure are made blacked-out to
ensurethe professional ethics and adhering to the data
protection law and privacy concerns of the textual
feedback provided by consultants. Henceforth, that
collected counts of expressions belonging to thematic
categories are graphically presented in the form of a bar
chart as visible in Fig. 17.
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Fig. 16. Organization of the qualitative feedbacks of consultants on the prototype for thematic analysis.

Fig. 17. Stakeholder`s response distribution.
Eventually, as defined in the research methodology
(figure 1), the iterative framework is used to verify the
overall efficacy of the research prototype, against the
research objectives accomplishment. Table 3 mentioned
below contains each step of the iterative framework and,

its stepwise accomplishment justifications, extracted
from the research. The iterative framework is a wellrenowned qualitative result interpretation framework
proposed by [38].

Table 3: Application of Iterative Framework.
Steps in Iterative Framework

01 What are the data telling me?

Justification Elaborations
Quantitative Metrics: - As depicted in table 1, above, multiple quantitative matrices are
utilized to validate the effectiveness of the constructed QALD prototype and its
operational effectiveness.
Qualitative Assessment: - With the involvement of the stakeholders contributed for the
thoughts ontology construction, empirical assessment of QALD prototype is done, in
terms of the results returned, accuracy, usability, technical aid provided & etc.
Henceforth, as visible in figure 17 above, the stakeholders' opinion distribution is
plotted in a bar chart.
As the collective reconciliation, it can be concluded both the quantitative and
qualitative experimental phases have yielded with satisfactory results.

02 What do I want to know?

03 Is there a dialectical relationship between step 01 & 02?

The overall efficacy of the QALD prototype developed in terms of domain/schema
independence and minimized human work burden on configuration requirements.
In the first quantitative phase of evaluation, the QALD prototype is experimented
against five different ontology schemas, under two phases as the direct phase and
reasoning phase. In both those phases quantitative matrices are calculated to
determine the overall efficacy of the QALD prototype and it`s apparent the overall
operation has yielded successful results.
In the second phase of evaluation, a qualitative assessment is conducted on the
QALD operation and the results output by the prototype. Stakeholders’ opinions are
thematically assessed and outcomes are graphically depicted in the form of a bar
chart.
Both quantitative and qualitative evaluation phases conducted on the criteria of the
domain/schema independence and minimized human work burden on configuration
requirements, have collectively yielded successful outcomes.
Therefore, as the overall final reflection, as per the iterative framework rationale, it
can be concluded as, there is a positive and satisfactory link between step-01 and
step-02, which reflects the overall efficacy of the QALD prototype resulted from this
research.

Vidanage et al.,
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complex and relevant questions from the prototype to
experiment and validate the ontology of concern.

VI. CONCLUSION
In collaborative ontology construction, domain
specialists and ontologists should have proper glueing,
in order to result in an error-free applied ontology. In
accomplishing this goal, ontology increment reviewing in
each of its iterations is an extremely important, yet
practically infeasible task.
The main barrier for this is the ill-literacy on semantic
concepts and SPARQL querying, experienced by noncomputing domain specialists.
Basic concepts associated with semantic web, such as
the data-properties, No. object-properties, notion of
triples can be shared with non-computing experts in the
form of few voCamp sessions as already discussed
above. Even though transferring the skillset of SPARQL
querying and query formation is not an easy task, due to
its requirement of prolonged experience and expertise in
the computing domain since query formation is linked
with schema comprehension as well. This hinders the
active engagement of the non-computing domain
specialists (i.e. medical doctors, lawyers, business
professionals) in taking part in the knowledge reviewing
stages associated with the ongoing development of the
ontology.
Since effective ontology construction is always an
iterative and incremental task, ideally the knowledge
verification should be incorporated with every iterative
increment.
The QALD prototype proposed in this research,
eliminates the necessity of being literate on the
semantic concepts and SPARQL querying skill-set.
Hence with the opportunity provided to query any
ontology in natural language, despite its underlying
schemata and awareness of SPARQL, even a noncomputing domain specialist can effectively engage in
the knowledge verification process. Therefore, this
opens the avenue to verify an ongoing ontology
development project’s knowledge verification iterations
to be operated smoothly even by non-computing domain
specialists in natural language.
However as a limitation of this mechanism, it can be
highlighted that this QALD prototype will work only for
lexical based knowledge models and it will not work for
mathematical or formulae oriented ontologies as the
natural language processing plays a vital part for the
accurate functionality of this system.
Ultimately, this tool vastly contributes to the construction
of error-free applied ontologies by providing a
convenient platform for iterative and incremental
knowledge verification needs to be fulfilled by noncomputing domain specialists.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
As the future expands on this research, it needs to be
further and rigorously tested on numerous domains
along with more complex reasoning based natural
language queries. Additionally, frequently asked
questions (FAQ) module to be integrated in order to
disseminate the basic information associated with the
ontology is under investigation. Since this will create an
even more comfortable platform for the stakeholders to
be aware of the organization of the underlying
knowledge model, it will facilitate in inquiring more
Vidanage et al.,
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